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 In Dutch, like in other Germanic languages, compounding is a highly productive strategy to form 
new words. The most common pattern is to simply glue together two existing nouns (possibly with a 
binding morpheme) into one new compound noun, e.g.  appel+taart (apple pie) or 
regering+s+beslissing (government decision). Most noun-noun compounds are endocentric :  the  
right-hand noun is the head of the compound and the left-hand noun is the modifier, so that the 
compound as a whole is in a type-of relation with the head. An appeltaart is a type of taart (pie). 
However, some compounds are not in a type-of relation to their head and are then called exocentric. 
For example, a grapjas (litt. "joke coat", fig. joke-cracker) is not a type of coat and seksbom (sex 
bomb) is not a type of bomb. In this study, we investigate whether distributional corpus frequency 
statistics can differentiate between endo- and exocentric compounds. 

In a first step, we implemented an algorithm to identify and decompose Dutch noun-noun 
compounds in a 300M word corpus of Netherlandic Dutch (see De Hertog et al. (subm.) for a 
description of the algorithm). We then selected the 7000 compounds for which both the compound 
and the head were present in EuroWordNet (Vossen 1998) so that we could ascertain whether the 
they were in a type-of relation according to the WordNet taxonomy. In a next step, we calculated a 
number of distributional co-occurrence statistics for the compound, head and modifier. First, we 
measured the collocational strength between head, compound and modifier. Our hypothesis was that 
these will co-occur much more frequently for endocentric than for exocentric compounds: appel, 
taart and appeltaart are likely to co-occur because all three belong to the food domain whereas 
[grap,  jas, grapjas] or [sex, bom, seksbom] do not have a shared domain. Secondly, we also 
measured the contextual similarity between compound and head using a bag-of-words Semantic 
Vector Space (see Heylen et al. 2008 for a description of the implementation).  Our hypothesis was 
that endocentric compounds tend to occur in the same contexts as their head, whereas exocentric 
compounds do not:  appeltaart  and taart will both occur with lekker (tasty), bakken (bake), punt 
(slice) but no such shared contexts exist for grapjas and jas. In a final step, the distributional 
measures were included as independent fixed-effect variables in a logistic regression model with the 
endo/exocentric distinction as a dependent variable. The head and modifier nouns were included as a 
random effect variables to check whether specific nouns have a significantly higher or lower 
propensity to form exo- or endocentric compounds. 
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